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Puerto Rico is in a debt crisis, and Governor Alejan-
dro García Padilla (D) has announced that “the 

debt is not payable” given the commonwealth’s large 
deficits and collapsing economy.1 Presenting a govern-
ment-commissioned report, economist Anne Krueger 
explained that the origin of Puerto Rico’s debt is 
decades of stimulus spending and economic stagnation:

Since 1996, there has been virtually no economic 
growth in Puerto Rico. At first, people thought 
there was a recession, but it was not. It has been 
two decades of stagnation with falling popula-
tion and no measurable increase in real per cap-
ita incomes. Attempts to “offset the recession” 
with expansionary fiscal policy financed by bor-
rowing have been made for the past two decades.… 
Solving Puerto Rico’s problems through fiscal 
expansion has not worked, and will not work.2

In the current crisis, policymakers will be tempt-
ed to focus on only the short-term consequences of 
debt resolution, but any step toward debt resolution 
should be coupled with reforms that will give Puer-
to Rico the potential for future growth. Otherwise, 
Puerto Rico will follow the same path as Greece, 
which defaulted on its debt in 2011,3 again in 2012,4 
and is poised on the brink of a third default in 2015.

Congress should free Puerto Rico from the punitive 
Jones Act and the federal minimum wage and give Puer-
to Rico’s legislature flexibility in administering welfare 
programs. However, Puerto Rico’s own lawmakers have 
the final responsibility to ease the restrictions on work 
and trade that they have enacted over the years.

How Puerto Rico Got Here
Puerto Rico’s convergence to mainland income levels 

was interrupted by the imposition of federal rules that 
curtailed growth. Most notably, Alida Castillo-Freeman 
and Richard Freeman found that a 1970s minimum wage 
increase destroyed almost one-tenth of the island’s jobs.5

The economic slowdown became stagnation 
when two economic crutches were removed. First, 
in the early 1990s, “the u.S. began closing military 
bases on the island.”6 Then, corporate tax preferenc-
es were removed,7 although Puerto Rican residents 
retained their immunity from the individual feder-
al income tax. These twin losses led to the emigra-
tion of hundreds of thousands of job-seeking Puerto 
Ricans, a housing price collapse, reduced investment, 
and a sharp reduction in banking system assets that 
produced a credit crunch. Economic competitive-
ness was further damaged by high oil prices, the 
2008 financial crisis, and the Great Recession.

The response of the government—expanding gov-
ernment and government-owned enterprise pay-
rolls by borrowing more than $70 billion using its 
privileged access to the tax-free u.S. municipal bond 
and other capital markets—compounded the island’s 
economic problems.8 The government made things 
even worse with weak controls on public expendi-
tures, nontransparent management of public debt, 
and toleration of rampant tax evasion.
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http://report.heritage.org/ib4427
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Dealing with Bad Debt
Governor García Padilla has requested that Con-

gress extend Chapter 9 bankruptcy to Puerto Rico 
so that the commonwealth can continue to borrow 
despite its inability to repay its creditors.9 Chapter 9 
bankruptcy is available to municipalities, but not to 
u.S. states. The municipal bankruptcy process allows 
municipalities to stiff-arm current bondholders while 
borrowing from new bondholders. Investors pur-
chased Puerto Rican debt at very low interest rates pre-
cisely because federal law forbade Puerto Rico and its 
public enterprises from using Chapter 9. If Chapter 9 
had been available to Puerto Rico, the commonwealth 
would have found itself in a debt crisis much sooner.

Instead of changing the rules at the point of crisis, 
Puerto Rico and its creditors need to negotiate a par-
tial default under existing terms. Congress should 
not use its authority to protect investors who made 
bad investments or government agencies that made 

bad loans. Puerto Rico should focus on restructur-
ing its existing debts and enacting economic reforms 
that will put its economy on a sustainable path.

Structural Reforms
The report on Puerto Rico’s economy co-authored by 

Krueger is a brutal indictment of the commonwealth’s 
laws and government practices.10 Despite the large 
share of employment in the public sector, the econo-
mists found that the Puerto Rican government fails to 
budget properly and lacks transparency and accuracy.11

Puerto Rico should reform its labor laws so that 
they are less restrictive than laws on the mainland 
rather than more restrictive. Public employees in 
Puerto Rico receive twice as much vacation time 
as mainland public employees. Even in the private 
sector, layoffs are “onerous,” which of course means 
that businesses are more reluctant to hire unprov-
en workers.12 Rather than imitating the so-called 
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acquis sociaux (workers’ collective “social rights”) 
of Europe, Puerto Rico needs to keep good work-
ers and compete in u.S. product markets by being 
cost-effective.

Employment in Puerto Rico is further discour-
aged by welfare benefits that are calibrated to wages 
on the mainland, but are completely out of propor-
tion on the island. As the Krueger report notes, “one 
estimate shows that a household of three eligible for 
food stamps, AFDC, Medicaid and utilities subsi-
dies could receive $1,743 per month—as compared 
to a minimum wage earner’s take-home earnings of 
$1,159.”13 Since the median wage in Puerto Rico is just 
$9.42,14 the median wage earner’s earnings would be 
no more than $1,505—still less than welfare offers.

like workers, businesses face a discouraging mix of 
government penalties and rewards. Puerto Rico has a 
long history of relying on special tax deals to attract 
businesses while leaving unfavored companies to 
deal with red tape and an unresponsive bureaucracy. 
Where possible, regulations should be repealed alto-
gether and regulatory agencies dismantled. In other 
areas, Governor García Padilla should push adminis-
trators to streamline the processes for starting a busi-
ness and dismiss civil servants who are unwilling to 
be responsive.

A Role for Congress
Puerto Rico is responsible for most of the policy 

changes that the island needs to grow and prosper, 
but in a few cases Congress needs to act to free Puer-
to Rico from laws that were written without Puerto 
Rico’s needs in mind.

The Jones Act, which has helped destroy the 
American shipbuilding industry by protecting it 
from competitive pressure,15 is especially damaging 
to Puerto Rico:

[The Jones Act requires] that all shipping between 
u.S. ports be performed by a tiny, aging, overpriced 
fleet of u.S.-flagged ships. The Government Account-
ability Office reported in 2013 that just 17 vessels 
belonging to four companies connect Puerto Rico’s 
3.5 million inhabitants to the mainland u.S. All but 
four of those vessels were more than 31 years old. 
With government prohibiting free-market compe-
tition among shippers, these four firms can charge 
higher prices for freight to and from the island. The 
result: higher consumer prices for islanders. The 
shipping restriction also puts Puerto Rican prod-
ucts at a cost disadvantage in mainland markets.16

Congress should:

 ■ Permanently exempt Puerto Rico from the 
Jones Act. Relief from the Jones Act would allow 
the cost of living on Puerto Rico to decline, effec-
tively giving everyone on the island a raise. The 
Jones Act also makes doing business in Puerto 
Rico riskier because it makes supply lines to and 
from the u.S. mainland more brittle.

 ■ Exempt Puerto Rico from the federal mini-
mum wage. The minimum is much higher rela-
tive to Puerto Rican wages than mainland wages. 
As the Krueger report made clear, “The u.S. feder-
al minimum wage is very high relative to the local 
average (full-time employment at the minimum 
wage is equivalent to 77% of per capita income, 
versus 28% on the mainland) and a more binding 
constraint on employment (28% of hourly work-
ers in Puerto Rico earn $8.50 or less versus only 
3% on the mainland).”17 Eliminating the federally 
mandated minimum wage for Puerto Rico would 
encourage economic growth and help the market 
create much-needed jobs. 
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 ■ Give Puerto Rico more flexibility to admin-
ister federal grants for welfare. Reforms 
of the welfare state are badly needed, but 
require the cooperation of commonwealth and 
federal policymakers.

Conclusion
Puerto Rico has been a “paradise” of progressive 

economic policies, but high minimum wages, strict 
overtime rules, generous employment and welfare 
benefits, high energy costs, and protective business 
regulations have harmed the very people the policies 
were intended to help.

Without economic freedom, Puerto Rico will 
continue to see its working population emigrate and 
its prospects diminish. Congress should give local 
lawmakers the space to make the right decisions 
by relaxing federal mandates that have harmed 
Puerto Rico.
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